The Gnostic Religion

The Message of the Alien God and the
Beginnings of Christianity

- 3 min - Uploaded by Stuff They Dont Want You To Know - HowStuffWorksGnosticism may be one of the oldest
conspiracy theories in human civilization - but what is it The Harrington Spear Paine Foundation Professor of Religion
Princeton For more on the gnostic texts discovered at Nag Hammadi, read this excerpt fromAll investigations of detail
over the last half century have proved divergent rather than convergent, and leave us with a portrait of Gnosticism in
which theRobert M. Grant, The Gnostic Religion: The Message of the Alien God and the Beginnings of Christianity.
Hans Jonas , The Journal of Religion 40, no. 1 (Jan.Gnosticism (from Ancient Greek: ????????? gnostikos, having
knowledge, from ?????? gnosis, knowledge) is a modern name for a variety of ancient religious ideas and systems,
originating in Jewish-Christian milieus in the first and second century AD.Although Gnosticism thus rests on personal
religious experience, it is a mistake to assume all such experience results in Gnostic recognitions. It is nearer theThe
Gnostic Religion by Hans Jonas (1963-08-02) on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Will be shipped from US.
Used books may not includeGnosticism. Gnosticism (after gnosis, the Greek word for knowledge or insight) is the name
given to a loosely organized religious and philosophicalUsing the few sources available to him with penetrating insight,
Jonas reconstructed the Gnostic worldview The Gnostic Religion remains, even today, theWord of this codex soon
reached Professor Gilles Quispel, distinguished historian of religion at Utrecht, in the Netherlands. Excited by the
discovery, QuispelHis published works include The Gnostic Religion: The Message of the Alien God & the Beginning
of Christianity The Phenomenon of Life: Toward aBasic beliefs of the True Gnostic Churchthe only proper religion for
mankind is humanity itself, for it is from this humanity that God first evolved.Gnosticism is a philosophical and
religious movement which started in pre-Christian times. The term is derived from the Greek word gnosis which
meansThe Gnostic Religion [Hans Jonas] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Here is a full scale study of the
heretical world of Gnosticism,Gnosticism is a countercultural spirituality that forever changed the practice How a
Countercultural Spirituality Revolutionized Religion from Antiquity to Today.What we actually know about Christian
gnosticism is limited. All of the writings and scriptures from these groups are ancient and suspected to be
incomplete.Review. Using the few sources available to him with penetrating insight, Jonas reconstructed the Gnostic
worldview The Gnostic Religion remains, even Gnosticism refers to a very wide range of beliefs that is more a
collection of beliefs than a religion. There are two basic components: gnosis, andBuy The Gnostic Religion 3rd ed. by
Hans Jonas (ISBN: 0046442058018) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible
orders.
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